Fact

51% of coffee cups from coffee
outlets end up in office buildings and
coincidently in general waste bins.

Fact

Over 2.5 billion disposable cups end
up in landfill each year

Fact

The most commonly used, plastic lined
(PE) cups are difficult to recycle which
results in them being sent to landfill.

Fact

Less than 1% of compostable
cups (PLA) make it to commercial
composting.

Fact

Earth coating paper cups have
demonstrated high fibre recovery
yields.

Why not address three important
pillars of sustainable packaging?

Working together
we can make a
difference
Shredall SDS Group provide a complete information-management
service, from shredding and recycling to document scanning
and document storage. Having over two decades of experience
working with companies in all sectors has given us a thorough
understanding of client needs and compliance issues.
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Earth Coating may be used to create paperboard
barrier packaging that can be easily pulped into
recycled paper.

SECURE DISPOSAL

BACK UP TAPE STORAGE

HARD DRIVE DESTRUCTION

INDEXING

RECYCLING

DOCUMENT SCANNING

Earth Coating provides a special lining, superior
barrier, heat seal and printing performance
compared to traditional plastic coatings,
meaning cups can be recycled through
traditional pulping systems globally.

7 million disposable
coffee cups every day
– that’s 2.5 billion every year

Our capabilities and processes are the best in our industry
We may have grown to become one of the largest businesses in
our sector servicing over 13,000 customers, but we are proud to
remain a family-run organisation and stay true to our core values.
We prioritise customer service above all else and work hard to
build lasting, mutually beneficial relationships with all our clients.

PAPER CUP RECYCLING

Performance

In the UK alone we use

Nationwide Service

03333 555 100

Together we can save

www.shredall.co.uk

Billions of coffee cups

info@shredall.co.uk

from landfill

Circular Economy
Shredall Recycling want to educate our
customers that everything is a resource for
something else. The fibres from the paper
cups can be recycled up to seven times, this
can generate premium products such as office
paper, paper bags and tissue related products.
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Say

to Earth
Coating …

How we can help you

INNOVATIVE MINERALIZED – RESIN OFFERING
SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL, PERFORMANCE AND
ECONOMIC BENEFITS COMPARED TO TRADITIONAL
PLASTIC COATINGS.
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Shredall Recycling
Collection & Transport
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Shredall Recycling
Processing Facility
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A sustainable paper cup that can be
easily recycled and transformed into
new paper products.

Shredall Recycling recycle 100% of paper waste, including
cardboard. We are committed to making sure that none of the waste
we recycle goes to landfill. Commercial recycling is a crucial part of
making sure we all do our bit for the environment.
All of the paper that we shred is baled on our site and goes on to be
recycled into other paper, tissue and related products.
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Recycling shredded paper helps to:
• Reduce future rainforest destruction
• Reduce energy consumption from the manufacture of new materials
COFFEE

• Reduce the amount of waste going to landfill
• Reduce the emission of gasses like methane into the atmosphere
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100%
Recycled Paper

• Reduce future oil usage
• Reduce future electricity usage

If just half
of the paper cups
in the UK were
recycled, we
would save 892
trees per day

We can help you
spread the word on
how you are helping
the environment
with personalised
calculated
environmental
spreadsheets.

& Production
1 Manufacturing

Paper can be
recycled up
to 7 times

